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The Carnelian Center

The mission of the Carnelian Center is to provide the community with affordable holistic
health care services while nurturing the individual through art, education and cultural integration.
Our vision is to create healing in a beautiful, peaceful setting of therapeutic pools
with respect for the ecosystem and the preciousness of water.
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prayer; during the last election, when the results were coming in and it was again being
stolen, I shaped a clay goddess polished with
strokes of sorrow and dismay; when we went
to war in Iraq and the death counts started to
come in, I stitched a flag with images of lives
lost. Beyond helping me to process my
emotions and let go of stress, these works of
art hold a special resonance beyond the moment. In a time of depression, I created a mica
pot that holds hope. By pouring my emotions
into some work of art, I am released of them
and they take on a form of their own, often
not what I first intended or the emotion I am
releasing... very often its opposite. Always, I
come away feeling better and the art, like
crystallized tears, remains in the world to
carry its message forward…out of depression,
hope; out of anxiety, peace.

By Jean Nichols

In times of angst, doing art is a way of releasing emotion, letting it stitch, mold, and form
an object. Worry is reverse prayer, so I know I
must let go of it, a very hard thing to do in a
moment of dread, anger, anxiety, stress. In
times like this, I always turn to clay or cloth
or some means of letting it out of me and putting it down in the world. If I can pour my
feelings into a creation not only do I heal,
but that piece of art is somehow imbued with
prayer and intent that carries on. When the
WIPP trucks rolled after so many years of
public hearings, I stitched a Madonna peace
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“Peace Prayer”

When I first came through New Mexico in
1968, I knew I had come home.
Like so many other travelers in the 1960’s, the
southwest called. I would go off again to
Woodstock and other short-term adventures,
but my home was Llano. I have never once
regretted the decision to settle here, nor have I
ever taken this land for granted. I am truly
blessed to be a part of northern New Mexico.
Each step we take leads to the next. While
living in LA I received the nickname Oxygen,
which stuck with me throughout the years.
Who knew that I would end up helping to run
a rural ambulance service? The medical profession was never my chosen field, but life in
the mountains and the reality of having to
help with emergencies where the nearest
ambulance was 45 minutes away, led my
partner Alan Siegel and myself to start Mountain Ambulance Service, to serve the area
from Truchas to Tres Ritos to Dixon. After
being on call 24/7 365 days a year for over
4 years, I was pretty stressed. When Taos
County took over the 911 service, I was ready
to turn the non-profit we had created to other
health-related community projects. Alan continues to do special stand-by and teach CPR
and First Aid courses, but I returned to my
creative roots.
The first MAS subsidiary was the Laugh
Staff, “humor for the health of it”, putting on
“clown clinics” and being and leading other
activist clowns. Then came La Comunidad,
dedicated to community and environmental
health, which helped dialogue with the FS to
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save our local forests from major logging
sales in the 80s and then in the 90s helped to
build the Chamisal ReUse Center, a popular
“neighborhood exchange” celebrating it’s
10th anniversary this November. In 1995,
during a trend in worker layoffs, I lost my job
with High Mountain Press, a publisher of high
tech computer books and magazines. With
money I saved during my brief stint learning
about corporate America, I started Art for the
Heart, an ongoing “art for healing” project of
Mountain Ambulance.
The name Art for the Heart and the concept
came out of collaboration with Ginger Quinn,
who I had worked with in Taos on recycling
issues. Throughout all our work, we had always been artists and had known the
therapeutic benefits of creating art. I realized
that I had always wanted to have an art studio
with every kind of art material, and that
by being non-profit and offering free community classes, I could fulfill two of my most
basic needs - to be creative and to be of
service to others. Art for the Heart is unique
but it is not meant o be copyrighted and exclusive. It is a project that can be duplicated
in other communities. Ginger ran her own Art
for the Heart in CA and continues to show and
collaborate with me. We have inspired other
projects and currently have a group in T or C
who would like to start a studio there. We
welcome sister studios and efforts to spread
the model of therapeutic community art
spaces.
All art is therapeutic. It has been proven to
lower blood pressure, to relieve stress and to
increase self-esteem. Art for the Heart began
working with the Taos CAV, targeting victims
of domestic abuse, grief, illness, substance
abuse, and other family dysfunctions. We
worked with foster and at risk kids and tried
to create healthy alternatives to drugs and
alcohol. Since then we have become more
inclusive and now live our commitment that
“art is for everyone”. Our Hersday women’s
art group has been active for twelve years
attracting a wide range of participants from
every culture and walk of life. We have
formed community and a safety net of support
for participants, many who have a range of
health issues, from diabetes, macular degeneration, MS, liver disease, etc. Many of our
participants feel that we are a lifeline and
that Art for the Heart has greatly impacted
their lives. [quotes- Sheila Miller 587-2719,
Sarita Lopez 587-2051, Kathi Pease 6892268, Gloria Maestas 587-2583]
We sometimes work on individual projects
and other times work together
on group projects. We have created a great
number of community quilts,
folded 1000 cranes for the children’s Peace
Project, made fiber art squares for the International Fiber Collaborative which just covered
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an abandoned gas station in Syracuse NY. We
have painted several community murals, including the evolving wall in Truchas, the Rodarte Community Center, the ongoing mural
on the Chamisal ReUse Center and others.
We sponsor the annual Glam Trash FashionShow in Taos and hope to inspire teens to
create new fashions out of reused clothing.
We offer classes in crochet, doll making, felting, mask-making, micaceous pottery,
watercolors, willow baskets, and more. Everyone at Art for the Heart helps design projects and workshops. We hire local artists to
teach
and we share skills with each other. We also
have a Gallery for artists to display and sell
their work and only take 20% commission so
that most of the money goes to the artist. Last
year our Gallery earned $8,000. for local artists, most of whom participate in Hersday and
other art for the Heart projects.
Art for the Heart
PO Box 237
14197 St Rd 75
Peñasco NM 87553
575-587.0202, 587.2889
artstudio@kitcarson.net
www.art-for-the-heart.org
www.jeannichols.org

Open: Thursdays-Sundays 11-5 pm, Thursdays (Hersdays) 11-3pm -women's art group,
Fridays 1-3 community art, 3-5 after-school
art, Saturdays: Special workshops by request
& inspiration, Nov 1st: Dia de Los Muertos,
creating altars & skeleton clothespin dolls,
materials fee $5-10 sliding scale, Nov 15th:
Felting w/needle, fee $35 (sliding scale
scholarships available), Dec 6th: Willow Baskets with Bob Alalunis, materials fee $5-10
sliding scale.

Yogic/Holistic Fall Guidelines
By Mark Lind

For good health, we try to balance body,
breath, diet, and mental stances, 'seats', and
considerations as for season of change.
Whatever we are enjoying wildly or having
the most of right now --especially if we think
or know we may be overdoing something—
whether it be too much food, drink, smoke,
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sex and even too much bad air—it's time to
decrease.
Fall is the time when nature draws
in. We increase our water intake-like a clean
stream purifying our entire system. Decrease
in daylight also means decrease in amount of
time spent on our feet. So, it is time to increase inverted body positions. These positions help relieve varicose veins and adema
(swelling) of lower extremities and increases
blood flow to the brain and heart for overall
health, equilibrium, and inspiration. This in
turn gives us better health and energy for winter time storytelling, art, and wood burning.
We should thank our feet and legs for their
good work. We can increase our invertedness to three, five, or seven minutes--check it!
Water is a must right now-as much if
not more so than in summer. We need to help
the fluids flow, we are also now detoxifying—for this is the season that begins 'build
up' ( of toxins, specifically). Those toxins
adding to environmental pollutions are nearly
everywhere these days, so water is necessary.
One good general tonic can be: fresh
squeezed lemon in a glass of warm water with
maple syrup and cayenne powder (apple mint
leaf can be added). This can also be taken
during a fast of one or two days (a fast is not
normally recommended for fall-- winter and
summer are better in general). If doing a two
day fast take cayenne mixture on first day for
general warming, cleansing and purifying. On
second day exchange cayenne with fresh
grated, organic ginger--this is also warming
and aids digestion and cleaning of lower tract
and lymphatic system.
Tea time: Echinacea, plantain (now!
seeds and leaf-or hopefully earlier) Mullein,
and Tulsi (holy basil)-mix equal parts. Also if
you are extra congested: Oregon Grape Root
and Golden Seal (Mullein and/or Osha may
also be added).
Increase in Aloe Vera is beneficial
for all at this time. Lastly on diet is 'toxin obesity'. This means we expand due to toxins
[also called yin build-up or yin conditions in
Chinese medicine, ama condition in India (not
to be confused with Amma, which means a
dear, divine mother]. Over weight for many
means overload of drink, food, environmental
or 'drug' contamination-which all build up on
the fat cells, lymphatic system, and then the
brain and heart. So...time to balance. Check
out Ayurvedic /Doshas and Holistic Fall
Guidelines on-line or call your local yoga
group.
Continuing on, yes yoga, yes balance. Every morning pretend to step up to a
high step-hold your upper leg level to the
floor, lower leg 90 degrees, foot flat in midair. Hold this for seven, fifteen, twenty, or
thirty seconds. Then go to the other leg. Relax arms, head, whole body, and breath deep.

This posture tunes us in to our line of gravity
and nature (as well as helping mental and
fluid equilibrium). Like in ' tree poses' try to
feel rooted and observe your breath and all
happenings around you—unmoved, Calm.
Focus on inner and outer strength and balance.
For those of you who know the 'sun
salutation' (Surya Namaskaram), from autumn
equinox to winter solstice increase rounds
from minimum of twelve to 'your age' or 108
of them by december 22nd. Remember to
smile. Last, but of course first, is breath. All
benefits of organic pure food and proper exercise are amplified and increased with proper
breathing. Concentrate on three or four
Pranayamas during this three month period.
Breath is vital, the fundamental key to health,
to proper glandular secretions and organ balancing.
To keep Fall colds, flus, allergies,
and exterior and interior poisons at bay, try
Dheerga Swasam (deep, diaphragmatic
breathing). Stand or sit relaxed. Deep breath
into your belly. Expand it more. Then release
stomach muscles, consciously engage them,
then let air out from upper lungs first, then
middle of lungs, then lower, then gut/stomach,
then pull in stomach muscles as if to pull
them back to the spine. Relax muscle contraction here then allow passive full in breath.
Again, through the nose only! Do this twelve
times at one sitting. “Imagine a peaceful high
tide feeding you oxygen from Hawaii; then as
low tide goes, let it take your breath away.
Then allow the high tide to inspire you
again—consciously inhale—inhale again—
then watch and allow breath to flow out again.
Let it go. Repeat.”
Also, increase your Bhastrika
Pranayams ('breath of fire') to 108 (doing four
sets of twenty seven or all one hundred eight).
Also for healing and warming, we practice
Surya Bheda Pranayama—the sun breath, or
right nostril breathing only. Also important is
the alternate nostril breathing (Nadi Suddhi or
Anuloma Viloma Pranayama). Further increase your healing, balancing and maintenance with energy work and Cranial Sacral
therapy and massage. Breath is life. Movement is your dance or flow in nature. Attitude
and diet can add to fullness, balance, healing,
and transitioning. Practice classical yoga—this means living in accordance with
spirit, nature and natural law while adjusting
and balancing our inner ecology and nature
with the ever-changing outer life.
Happy Balancing, Happy Transitioning

Happy Fall
Mark Lind (Yoga Mark)
Dixon Yoga
579-9135

Awareness Equals Change

By Ellen Joseph, Yoga Therapist/Thai-Yoga
Massage practitioner, Embudo, NM

The desire to actually BE aware is the
primary step towards inward
transformation......the rest of the journey
takes profound courage, tenacity, endurance
& a strong belief in 'awareness power' as
the way to create acceptance, contentment
& inner peace, even in the throws of life's
uncertainties & chaos, which all of humanity is struggling with at this time in history.
Life is a journey composed of many steps
on our unique & personal path that takes us
on an uncharted road of constant evolution.
Each day we wake up, we are all provided
with a mutlitude of experiences, opportunities & challenges, big & small, that allow us
to transform into our higher & better self.
For example, on any one day.....in one
defining moment of awareness that could
otherwise slip by unnoticed....we could be
presented with an opportunity to react differently than our 'norm' when yet another
someone in our life pushes our reactive
buttons.....or a new & unfamiliar scenario
begs us for a new & more thoughtful way to
PRO-act instead of mindless
RE-action.....or on another day we may find
ourselves wanting to simply walk away
from a particular circumstance but are not
sure we can because it FEELS 'normal' even
if it drains our precious energy & is continually damaging to our self worth, our
soul & our psyche.
Eventually we may find ourself stuck in
the mud & mire of immobility that we can
never seem to get out of cleanly. We may
continue to make the same choices over &
over again because we believe we don't
know any other way.
Rather than move us onward & upward, our
path may take us in a never ending circle
where our actions & reactions lead us exactly where we have already been. It's
during these times that awareness can be
the beginning of our shift...our change.

Awareness is when we are able to see
clearly & to actually realize what it is we
are doing in that moment. We are able to
observe ourselves like a witness....noticing
our reactions, actions & subsequent choices
as a detached observer.
Awareness is the first step to change because we can't make a permanent change
unless we ARE aware that one needs to be
made in the first place.
We then can begin to understand why we
are doing what we are doing. Afterwards, it
becomes difficult not to change because we
are no longer asleep to the truth behind our
behavior. We also begin to realize that just
as much as we are the primary source behind the causes for our behaviors, we are
also the ONLY inpetus & generator of any
changes that we want to see happen in our
life.
There is a sense of surrender that comes
with awareness.
Rather than thinking that we are stuck in a
repetitive cycle where there is no escape or
that we must have control over all aspects
of our life, we begin to see that we actively
play a hand in what we create in our life &
that we have choices....to consciously
choose anxiety or calm.....discomfort or
ease.....fear or surrender.....love or
hate....anger or forgiveness....distain or
compassion.....empathy or
ridicule....arrogance or
humility.....separation or unity.....despair or
hope.
Whether we are aware of them or not, our
behaviors & choices are always ours to
make. Our past history no longer will define
us & stay our “story” and our present life
need not dictate our future when we choose
to be aware. We are then free to move beyond our old fears & limits, make new
choices & take new actions & risks to create the life we want & find wholeness
within...not desperately looking for validation of our self worth from the external
world of fleeting fame, fortune & superficial love.
With enduring awareness, our path can't
help but move us forward in our life while
paving the way for new experience & new
ways of living in the present that creates
balance....mind, body & spirit.
It is simply through awareness that we can
continue to consciously evolve & ultimately
OWN our life fully.
Awareness's OTHER name is FREEDOM.
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and relentlessly holding my
picture of him
In perfection...
It's the only magic I know
When he looks into my eyes in his
faraway glance
He is brought back a bit-just from
that stance
He no longer has any space for
avoidance
Instead in that moment we build
his
awareness

By Selma Morales Harwell

No more using
The man is using and he's losing
more than his smile.
A return to innocence now
It's just confusing...
Everything
Abusing
the self
Losing
His sense of self
His life as he knows it
and we lose him all the while
That's all
No more than that-except our
smile
It is addiction
No matter which drug or which
distraction
It is always a seductive invitation
to lose a piece of your self
A contradiction to life
Which is a death just the same
Not to minimize the graveness of
using
Actually it is to dramatize, way
emphasize
Loss of self
Is still a loss of self
Whether we allow small ways
everyday-throughout the day
Breaking a promise
Breaking trust or
Breaking truth
Ultimately, it is all heart breaking,
soul breaking, self-breaking
How do I mirror the emptiness I
see in his eyes?
With love...
By standing for him and holding
him as completely whole
The way he always was
4

One moment in many
But the fulfillment is extraordinary
To nestle and nurture that hint
of willingness
Into a new craving for support
each and every moment until it
becomes his fort
of strength, persistence and endurance
We do nothing alone-no matter what
unless it would be choosing
We live with those choices everyday
and now everyday choosing
no more diffusing
Life.

White Bean Soup with Kale
1TBS. Olive oil or ghee
2 Onions, peeled and chopped
2 Cloves garlic, minced
1TBS. Curry powder
1/2 tsp. Cumin
4 cups Cooked white beans (2 cups
dry beans)
1 tsp. Dried sweet marjoram or basil
3 cups Butternut squash, peeled,
seeded, and cut into 3/4-inch chunks
2 to 3 cups Shredded kale, leaves
only
6 cups bean cooking liquid, vegetable stock, or water
Sea salt to taste
Freshly squeezed lemon juice
Directions
Heat the oil in a large soup pot over
medium heat. Add onions and saute'
over medium heat for about 10 minutes, or until softened and translucent. Add garlic, curry, and cumin
and saute' for an additional 2 minutes.
Add the cooked beans, marjoram or
basil, squash, kale, bean cooking
liquid (and stock, if necessary to
equal 6 cups). Bring to a boil, reduce
heat, add salt, and cook for 20 minutes, until squash is tender.
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Taste and adjust seasoning. Add
lemon juice to taste before serving.
Enjoy!

Lentil Stew With Spinach
And Potatoes
2 tablespoons olive oil
2 large garlic cloves, chopped
3 cups canned vegetable broth
1 cup lentils, rinsed, picked over
8 ounces red-skinned potatoes, cut
into 1/2-inch pieces
1 lemon
6 ounces torn fresh spinach leaves
(about 8 cups)
1/4 teaspoon cayenne pepper
1/4 cup chopped fresh mint
Crumbled feta cheese (optional)
Heat olive oil in heavy large saucepan
over medium heat. Add garlic and stir 30
seconds. Add vegetable broth and lentils;
bring to boil. Reduce heat, cover and
simmer 10 minutes. Add potatoes; cook
uncovered until potatoes and lentils are
tender, stirring occasionally, about 15
minutes.
Meanwhile, grate 1/2 teaspoon lemon
peel; squeeze enough juice from lemon
to measure 2 tablespoons. Add lemon
peel, lemon juice, spinach and cayenne
to stew. Cover and simmer stew until
spinach wilts and is cooked through,
about 2 minutes. Mix in mint. Season to
taste with salt and pepper. (Can be prepared 1 day ahead. Cover and refrigerate.
Rewarm over low heat before serving.)
Spoon stew into large soup bowls. Sprinkle feta cheese over, if desired.

Fall photo by Ellen Forman

Disclaimer
The ideas and opinions expressed
in this newsletter are not
necessarily the opinions of
anybody. These articles are for
entertainment purposes and we
hope you enjoy!

